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kind of an obvious thing. that he is living n at the time.
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there haven’t been any we not be related to drugs at all. their fathers fought in the sec-
haven’t been able to handle. I LAWRENCE: Well yeah ond world war with planes and 
ïave a few degrees and so on hopefully we can because I bombs and things and its quite 
hut Must refuse to talk about think most families tend to see psychedalic. Certainly more 
it because at the present it has if a drug problem is encounter- psychedalic than grade 9 at 
nothine to do with it, except ed in the family, I don t care Fredericton High School 
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> SJSJ a ITEM 1>
NEXT WEEK FOLKS PART

One capsule relieves the syrtiptgms 
of a cold for 12 hours. ITEM V

lchsr ITEM V
TUESDAY: 

7:30- 9:00
MONDAY: RON BLANKTHE BEGINNING

RON BLANKTHE BEGINNING7:30- 9:00 ERIC FORBES 

TERRY WHITE

GOOD MORNINGRADIO SUNDAY: 9:00 -12:00RON BLANKGOOD MORNING9:00 -12:00 ITEM 'THE OPEN LID SHOW12:00 • 3:009:00 -12:00TOM BRADSHAWTHE OPEN LID SHOW12:00- 3:00 PHIL SHEOOPHIL SHEDD SHOW3:00 - 6:00ON A SUNDAY 
DOUG CURRIE

PETER ASHTONPETER ASHTON SHOW3:00- 6:00 MJ. O'NEILFREEDOM6:00 - 7:00MJ. O'NEILFREEDOM

KEVIN MACGOWAN SHOW KEVIN MACGOWAN

PETER DOWN IE

ITEM ’6:00 - 7:00 12:00 - 2:00 THREE PART HARMONY BUDD LYNCH

MIKE FRENCH
7:00 - 10:00

7:00-10:00 BAG'S GROOVE 
DON LOCKHART

4 MIKE FRENCH SHOW10:00 - 1:0C
YOHO10:00 - 1:00

2.00- 3:00

L'HEURE FRANÇAISE 
DICK PRIMEAU

THURSDAY: 

7.30 - 9:00
WEDNESDAY: RON BLANKTHE BEGINNING

RON BLANKTHE BEGINNING7:30 - 9:00
MIKE SHOULDICE9:00 -12:00 GOOD MORNING3:00 - 6:00RON BLANKGOOD MORNING9:00 - 12:00
ALBONNER12:00 - 3.00 THE OPEN LID SHOWBLUES ROOTS 

R.COSGROVE
SLIP MACALPINETHE OPEN LID SHOW 

PETER CULLINAN SHOW PETER CULLINAN

12:00 - 3:00
CHRIS FRANKLIN3:00 - 6:00 CHRIS FRANKLIN

3:00 - 6:00 6:00 - 7:00 InANSELM OGBECHIE6:00 - 7:00 FREEDOM
HUGH CALOER in Lc 

scene 
whicl 
one li

SPORTS REVIEW6:00 - 6:30 29 SUNDAYS 
PRODUCER: DON 

LOCKHART

GOD7:00-10:00 PARADISE
MARGOT & PATTYWOMEN'S WORLD6:30- 7:00

BUDO LYNCH10:00- 1:00 BUDD LYNCH SHOW
CHUCK FULTONCHUCK FULTON SHOW7:00 - 10:00 7:00 - 10:00
CAPTAIN MUSIC 1CAPTAIN MUSIC10:00 - 1:00 SOUL TRAIN 

PETER CHARRON
SATURDAY: 

9:00 - 12:00
10:00- 1:00FRIDAY:

7:30- 9:00
THE GALLOTTI EXTRA CHRIS GALLOTTI 

VAGANZAt- RON BLANKTHE BEGINNING* RAMBLIN’
KAREN GRANDELLTOM BLIZZARD RITCHIE/OWENINSTANT INSANITYGOOD MORNING 49:00 -12:00 12:00 - 3:00. ■!::

TOM BRADSHAW PAUL SOWNTHE OPEN LID SHOW PAUL SOWN SHOW12:00 - 3:00 3:00 6:00
MOELATUCHE JACK HEYRMANJACK HEYRMAN SHOWMOESHOW pro3:00- 6:00 6:00 - 9:00
AL BONNER CURZON DOBELLFREEDOM BROKEN ARROW8:00 - 7:00 9:00 12:00

12:00 - 6:00

schedule - jan 1972
MIKE SHOULDICE LEE KNUTSONHISTORY OF ROCKDISC LIST7:00 9:00

MIKE CLARKE MIKE INMANELECTRIC LADY GOOD MORNING9:00 12:00 6.00 9:00
BILL AKERLEYHISTORY OF ROCK12:00- 6:00 LMIKE INMANGOOD MORNING6:00 9:00
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